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Get Out Your Feelings and Into Millions!!
At All Star Motivation we know some of you have very strong personalities.  You can go from Motivation to Anger to sadness very 
fast depending how the day is going.  To be truly successful you have to learn to have thick skin and keep those emotions in check 
especially if you want success.  Stop taking things so dang personal.  We give you facts when you call here to talk to us, and those 
facts are sometimes like little triggers that cause you to get up into your feelings.  The fact is we are telling you what you need 
to hear.  Facts don’t care about your feelings.  Or, maybe you’re in the field and someone rehashes your customer because you 
didn’t and drops more sales on them and again you get triggered and in your feelings when the truth is we have tried to teach you 
time and time again to rehash in this business.    Maybe it’s the music or lack of motivation in your car or even another person 
getting into their feelings puts you on the defensive and now you are up in your own feelings.  Its all just Toxic.  You should have 
to learn to move on and fix the situations or you will never run a successful business.  This is from Forbes magazine written by 
Travis Bradberry and it’s called How Successful People Handle Toxic People and here are just a few examples of how to handle 
them.  Stop getting into your feelings and get into those Millions!!!!

Successful people take some time every day to live their emotions.  Most meditate, some run, some work out.  They do not hide 
their emotions, but they are not taken over by their emotions either.  Whereas most toxic people let their emotions we feel run 
loose! We do not contribute to what emotions we want to feel and do not take charge of the emotions we do feel. In fact, we do not 
even interact with them!  Successful people, on the other hand, do.  

Toxic people defy logic. Some are blissfully unaware of the negative impact that they have on those around them, and others seem 
to derive satisfaction from creating chaos and pushing other people’s buttons. Either way, they create unnecessary complexity, 
strife, and worst of all stress.  Studies have long shown that stress can have a lasting, negative impact on the brain. Exposure to 
even a few days of stress compromises the effectiveness of neurons in the hippocampus—an important brain area responsible for 
reasoning and memory. Weeks of stress cause reversible damage to neuronal dendrites (the small “arms” that brain cells use to 
communicate with each other), and months of stress can permanently destroy neurons. Stress is a formidable threat to your suc-
cess—when stress gets out of control, your brain and your performance suffer.

The ability to manage your emotions and remain calm under pressure has a direct link to your performance. TalentSmart has 
conducted research with more than a million people, and we’ve found that 90% of top performers are skilled at managing their 
emotions in times of stress in order to remain calm and in control. One of their greatest gifts is the ability to neutralize toxic peo-
ple. Top performers have well-honed coping strategies that they employ to keep toxic people at bay.  

While I’ve run across numerous effective strategies that successful people employ when dealing with toxic people, what follows 
are a few of the best. To deal with toxic people effectively, you need an approach that enables you, across the board, to control 
what you can and eliminate what you can’t. The important thing to remember is that you are in control of far more than you real-
ize.
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They Set Limits (Especially with Complainers and negative people are bad news because they wallow in their prob-
lems and fail to focus on solutions. They want people to join their pity party so that they can feel better about them-
selves. People often feel pressure to listen to complainers because they don’t want to be seen as callous or rude, but 
there’s a fine line between lending a sympathetic ear and getting sucked into their negative emotional spiral.

You can avoid this only by setting limits and distancing yourself when necessary. Think of it this way: if the complain-
er were smoking, would you sit there all afternoon inhaling the second-hand smoke? You’d distance yourself, and you 
should do the same with complainers. A great way to set limits is to ask complainers how they intend to fix the prob-
lem. They will either quiet down or redirect the conversation in a productive direction.

They Don’t Die in the Fight.  Successful people know how important it is to live to fight another day, especially when 
your foe is a toxic individual. In conflict, unchecked emotion makes you dig your heels in and fight the kind of battle 
that can leave you severely damaged. When you read and respond to your emotions, you’re able to choose your bat-
tles wisely and only stand your ground when the time is right.

They Rise Above.  Toxic people drive you crazy because their behavior is so irrational. Make no mistake about it; 
their behavior truly goes against reason. Which begs the question, why do you allow yourself to respond to them emo-
tionally and get sucked into the mix?
The more irrational and off-base someone is, the easier it should be for you to remove yourself from their traps. Quit 
trying to beat them at their own game. Distance yourself from them emotionally and approach your interactions like 
they’re a science project (or you’re their shrink, if you prefer the analogy). You don’t need to respond to the emotion-
al chaos—only the facts.

They Stay Aware of Their Emotions.  Maintaining an emotional distance requires awareness. You can’t stop someone 
from pushing your buttons if you don’t recognize when it’s happening. Sometimes you’ll find yourself in situations 
where you’ll need to regroup and choose the best way forward. This is fine and you shouldn’t be afraid to buy your-
self some time to do so.  Think of it this way—if a mentally unstable person approaches you on the street and tells you 
he’s John F. Kennedy, you’re unlikely to set him straight. When you find yourself with a coworker who is engaged in 
similarly derailed thinking, sometimes it’s best to just smile and nod. If you’re going to have to straighten them out, 
it’s better to give yourself some time to plan the best way to go about it.

They Won’t Let Anyone Limit Their Motivation.  When your sense of pleasure and satisfaction are derived from the 
opinions of other people, you are no longer the master of your own happiness. When emotionally intelligent people 
feel good about something that they’ve done, they won’t let anyone’s opinions or snide remarks take that away from 
them.

While it’s impossible to turn off your reactions to what others think of you, you don’t have to compare yourself to 
others, and you can always take people’s opinions with a grain of salt. That way, no matter what toxic people are 
thinking or doing, your self-worth comes from within. Regardless of what people think of you at any particular mo-
ment, one thing is certain—you’re never as good or bad as they say you are.

They Don’t Focus on Problems—Only Solutions.  Where you focus your attention determines your emotional state. 
When you fixate on the problems you’re facing, you create and prolong negative emotions and stress. When you focus 
on actions to better yourself and your circumstances, you create a sense of personal efficacy that produces positive 
emotions and reduces stress.  When it comes to toxic people, fixating on how crazy and difficult they are gives them 
power over you. 

#2 Steven & Za’Kee                 
           Grand Prairie, TX

 #6 T-Mac Moffitt
       TEMPE, AZ

#7 FERNANDO CERVANTES           
Phoenix, AZ

 #3 SILVERTOOTH & ANAIS

#1 BILLY, EDUB, CHAD, 
ERIN & MISHELLE

 OutLaws--869
Region--1682

#5   Pierre Ledford            
    Dallas, TX

OP OUTLAWS--200

P.U.R.E. Finesse 
OUTLAWS--391

RHINO UP--300

MAXX OUTLAWS--100

ENUFF OUTLAWS-65

#4  Josh Johnson
Las Vegas, NV 

B.O.E.--210



Za’Kee Saleem
   T-MAC MOFFITT    MAXX OUTLAWS    3,725 PTS
  FERNANDO CERVANTES  ENUFF OUTLAWS    1,895 PTS      
     

  
 BILLY, EDUB, CHAD   OG OUTLAWS                  61,040 PTS

 SILVERTOOTH & ANAIS   RHINO UP              13,550 PTS

 PIERRE LEDFORD    BOSS OP OUTLAWS   7,220 PTS
 DERRECK CONVERSE   OUTLAWS     4,930 PTS
 MARK FERNANDEZ   OUTLAWS     4,320 PTS
 STEVEN STROTHER   PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS BOSS  4,190 PTS
 ZA’KEE SALEEM    BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS  3,845 PTS
 T-MAC MOFFITT    MAXX DEAL OUTLAWS   3,725 PTS
 MARIA WONG    GUNSLINGER OUTLAWS   3,680 PTS
 AARON TOLZMANN   OUTLAWS     3,365 PTSS
 BRENDON MITCHELL   OP OUTLAWS     2,940 PTS
 ANGEL VILLANUEVA   RHINO UP     2,280 PTS
 MIKE MORGAN    RHINO UP     2,070 PTS

 NICK ARCE     RHINO UP     1,930 PTS
 FERNANDO CERVANTES   ENUFF OUTLAWS    1,895 PTS
 SHANE WHITE    PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS  1,700 PTS
 ANTHONY TITTLE   OUTLAWS     1,650 PTS
 ERIC SMALLS    OP OUTLAWS    1,640 PTS
 ASHTON PERKINS    OP OUTLAWS    1,515 PTS
 LEXUS HURTADO    ENUFF OUTLAWS    1,260 PTS
 
 MYCHAEL WALKER    OUTLAWS          975 PTS
 DANA HARRIS      RHINO UP          740 PTS
 CARLOS CLARK     OUTLAWS          690 PTS
 DUSTIN PHILLIPS    RHINO UP          680 PTS
 CEDRIC TERRY     MAXX DEAL OUTLAWS         490 PTS
 BECKY GARRETT    RHINO UP          450 PTS
 BRANDON HENRY    RHINO UP          300 PTS
 NIGEL PORTER     OUTLAWS          290 PTS
 TYLER HENERY     OUTLAWS          290 PTS
 TREVOR STEWART    RHINO UP          280 PTS
 LORRAINE MORENO    MAXX OUTLAWS         260 PTS
 ABDIEL NUNEZ    OUTLAWS                                    160 PTS
 MYJOI GROVES    OUTLAWS           40 PTS
 
 

   



1st of 
month 

mee Ar-

STEVEN STROTHER  BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS 132
JOSH JOHNSON   BOSS BOE OUTLAWS    121
CHAD MILLER   VP OUTLAWS     107
ZA’KEE SALEEM   BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS 101
DERRECK CONVERSE OUTLAWS      100

ANIAS HERRERA   CLASSY RHINO UP     93
SHANE WHITE    PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS    90
 
ANGEL VILLANUEVA   RHINO UP       88
ANTHONY TITLE   OUTLAWS       84
MARK FERNANDEZ   OUTLAWS       83
MYCHAEL WALKER   OUTLAWS       80
PIERRE LEDFORD    BOSS OP OUTLAWS     80
 
DONNIE BUTLER   BOE OUTLAWS      71
MARIA WONG    GUNSLINGER OUTLAW    70

NICK ARCE    RHINO UP       60
BRENDON MITCHELL   OP OUTLAWS      60

BECKY GARRETT   RHINO UP       58
ABDIEL NUNEZ    OUTLAWS       56
MISHELLE ULRICHS   OUTLAW STAFF      54
AARON TOLZMANN   OUTLAWS       50
MIKE MORGAN    RHINO UP       50

T-MAC MOFFITT    BOSS MAXX OUTLAWS    44
CEDRIC TERRY    MAXX OUTLAWS     43
CARLOS CLARK    OUTLAWS       42
MYJOI GROVES    OUTLAWS       40
LEXUS HURTADO   ENUFF OUTLAWS     40
ERIC SMALLS    OP OUTLAWS      40
ASHTON PERKINS   OP OUTLAWS      40

This is our new Hall of Fame section!  Can you 
beat these All Stars?  

We got lot’s of room for you so you need to bring 
it!!!

Who will be he next 

AP Perkins Birthday

1st of the month 
meeting!

  
USMC 
Birthday

USMC BIRH

OWNERS IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY 
TO GET ME YOUR PEOPLES BIRTH-
DAYS!  I’M I MISSING SOMEONE????

1.   All Star Motivation 
Building Record 2,185 Bottles

Billy, E & Chad 04-10-2010

 1.  Las Vegas, Nevada City Record 
2,309 Bottles Billy, E, Chad, Pierre  

03-16-2016

Billy Nolan,  Mark Fernandez 3 Man 
Road Crew

354 Bottles 3-10-18

ANAIS HERRERA 4 Man Crew 
473 Bottles

BILLY NOLAN 6 Man Crew
630 Bottles

1.  Billy Nolan
Most individual sales one week

231 Bottles

TOP OFFICE & CITY SALES___TOP ROAD CREW LEADER___TOP INDIVIDUAL SALES

2.  ANAIS HERRERA
171 BOTTLES 

SHOULD YOU HAVE SOMEONE 
IN THIS SECTION?  CAN YOU 
BEAT SOMEONE IN THIS SEC-
TION?  ARE YOU WORTHY OF 
THE HOF?  SEND ME THE PROOF 
AND A PICTURE AND WE WILL 
GET THEM IN!!!  HOPE YOU LIKE 
THE NEW SECTION!!  

COME GET SOME!!!!!



701 we getMan oh Man 702!  We getting so close to 1000!  Great job out 
the whole OutLaw camp!  KB you lead a kick azz crew man.  
Kyle, Minah, Brendon and Taesia way to support the cause!  
Ashton on Point as well with another bad azz crew, with Za’Kee, 
Travis, AP, and Ashley, way to hold it down!  So proud of my 
camp and how hard everyone is jamming!  Remember Hard 
work pays off!  90% Grind 10% Rest is the key to the million-
aire safe!  Lets get it!!!!--Billy, Chad, Erin & Kristy

Great job this week squad!  Time to motivate all our new peo-
ple.  Monty and Greg step your game up!  Mishelle good job 
in the office this week.  1000 is on the way!!  Here we come for 
that #1 spot!!--JayFresh & Mishelle

Here we go!  8 weeks till 2016, so we have 8 weeks to climb back 
to the top!  way to riche3s is the same as the road to success and 
that’s up!--2th

Classy Mother F’N Hustlers!  Very proud of all of you!  Mark 
had his best day this week, 21 bottles!  T-Mac 53 in the of-
fice, killing ‘em!  Now we about to go outta town and beast 
out again!  Let’s keep that momentum rolling!!  #Keepit-
Classy!--Anais, T-Mac & Mark

Great job this week squad!  Time to motivate all our 
new people.  Monty and Greg step your games up!  
Mishelle good job in the office this week.  100 is on 
the way!!  here we come to that #1 spot!!--JayFresh 
& Mishelle

Great job this week squad!  Time to motivate all our new people!  
Monty and Greg step your game up!  Mishelle good job in the 
office this week.  100 0 is on the way!!  Here we come #1 spot!!!--
JayFresh & Mishelle

Erin got that new Whip!!!
Great Job Office Manager!!!!

Lot’s of people killing the game all across the country!!  So Motivated!!  New things coming 
down the pipe soon!!  Great job Chad Miller!  Holding it down as usual!!!  Derreck back to 
100 clubing!!  Anthony great job now get that 100!!  Great job my entire team!!  Now time 
to go grind!  I’m on Crew, Chad’s on Crew and we going after that 1000+!!!  Let’s get it!!  
OUTLAWS!!!!--Billy, Chad, Erin & Mishelle

HOLD UP! ANOTHER PRODUCTIVE WEEK IN THE BOOKS! SO CLOSE TO THAT 
500 JUST A COUPLE MORE PIECES. S/O TO MY NEW GUY NIKO FOR A GOOD 
FIRST WEEK NOW LETS FINISH THAT 100 AND GET YOU ON MANGER STATUS! 
KEE, STEVE, AND SHANE GOOD SHIT THIS WEEK. NOW LETS DO IT AGAIN. 
TIME TO GET OUT OUR FEELINGS AND GET INTO SOME MILLIONS!!--STEVEN & 
ZA’KEE

Love to see consistency, but what I really love is to see improvement, better yet growth!!!! 
Rhinos time to move forward, we have Big Plans and moves we are making, let’s get to this 
money! Grind, Hustle, Stack! No better words! Get Excited… 2th & Classy

BOSS OUT is officially back in Las Vegas.  Let’s build baby.--Josh

Putting these plans together like legos, making small moves to get ready for the big bang 
down south. We have to treat it like chest instead of checkers to get the big win. New loca-
tion right around the corner and the grind is showing love. The next level is waiting on us so 
its it’s time to stay focus get busy and get rich! The new sizzle is FIRE and we gon blow up 
for sure. Let’s keep pushing the brand in their face until they bow down. Its only a matter of 
effort vs time so let’s go! Big money like the lotto 2019 is going to be motivation!!!--PIERRE

Hold up!!! Maximum Motivation is on the rise now!! Got a new addition to the squad as 
well. Shout out to Laron doing 15 on his first day,  making $113 in profit and tying the re-
cord!! That’s what tf I’m talking about!!! Now let’s get that 100 done so you can get paid 
phat!! Thanks to Lady Shark for having by back during small adversities and shout out to 
Money Silk for holding it down and hitting 40+ intown. 2018 is almost over and we’re gonna 
go out with a bang!! Get excited MFs!!!--T-MAC

ENUFF motivation got new talent Hassan hitting the 5 to stay alive bonus his first day. Get-
ting ready for an in town system and training some bad ass new people. -Fernando & Ivy


